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Sexually transmitted. diseases
prevalent on college campuses
Around 20-25 percent of college students throughout the country have
either transmitted or been infected with
a sexually transmitted di ease said a
tudy done by the Health Department at
the Univer ity of Columbia in New
York.
According to the ,ame tudy, the
mo ·t common TDs on college campu e arc chlamydia, Human Papillomavirus or genital wart , and genital
herpes.
However, some common STDs vary
on different college campuses.
Planned Parenthood said that symptoms for chlamydia in men include:
painful or burning sen ation during urination, milky or watery discharge, rectal inflammation, and swollen testicles.
In women symptoms include: abnormal discharge, bleeding between menstruations, painful urination, and others.
According to Plannedparenthood.org,
genital warts "are flesh-colored, soft to
the touch, and look like miniature cauliflower florets."
''Usually they grow in more than one
place and may cluster in large masses."
"Genital warts can cause sores and
bleeding - which can increase the risk
of HIV infection."
Men and women share similar symptoms of genital herpes.
Planned Parenthood says symptoms
can include: open sores, blisters, itching, burning during urination, and
inability to urinate.
In severe cases symptoms worsen
and may include: swollen lymph glands
in the groin, throat or under arms, fever,
chills or flu-like symptoms.
STDs can be spread in different

ways. Unprotected vaginal, anal, and
oral sex can spread STDs.
Kidshealth.org says, "One reason STDs
spread is because people think they
need to have sexual intercourse to
become infected."
"A person can get some STDs, like
herpes or genital warts, through skin-toskin contact with an infected area or
sore," the organization said.
These common STDs are often in the
body and show no symptoms.
If a person is sexually active and
doesn't want to spread any STDs, they
only way to know if he or she is infected is to get tested. "Wright State Stu-

dent Health Services provides all the
testing that can be done," said director
Wendy McGonigal.
"If a student or partner tests positive
we also provide prescriptions for everything but HIV and AIDS," said McGonigal. She said that Student Health Services will put HIV and AIDS cases in
touch with people that can help them
though.
Other than abstinence, which is the
only guaranteed way to prevent STD's
condoms can help considerably.
According to the Food and Drug
Administration, ''There's no absolute
guarantee even when you use a con-

dom. But most experts believe
that the risk of getting AIDS and other
sexually transmitted diseases can be
greatly reduced if a condom is used
properly."
Kidshealth.org said, "Latex condoms
are the only form of birth control that
lessen your risk of contracting an SID.
Spermicides, diaphragms, and other
birth control methods may help prevent
pregnancy, but they don't protect a person against STDs."
Students wanting to be tested can
contact Student Health Services at 7752552.
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12/18/2005-A tud nt was st pcd
tor c ccssi c. peed Hi registration
had al o c pin.::d in May and n t been
r n wed. In additi n, thcr
as an
ut t· nding warwnt for failure to
app · r in court. Th tud nt wa
plac d und r arrc t and transported to
Fairborn Jail.
12/05/2005-A WSU tudent reportedly refu ed to leave the library after
closing becau e she was working.
Officer asked the student to leave the
library, which she did without further
incident . The young woman' mother
re ponded that she would be making a
complaint about the library staff at a
future time.
12/J 5/2005- Book tore staff apprehended a tudent su pected of hoplifting book . When questioned by police.

12/23/2005-A tudent was tooped
for driving without a licen e plate
light and found to be driving under a
su pended license. The student was
i ued a mandatory court date at
which he would need to prove his
insurance coverage a well and given
a writing warning for no licen e plate.
In addition to this the student was
issued a citation for Random Selection
Noncompliance Suspension.
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Letters to the Editor
The Guardian is printed weekly during the regular
school year. It is published by students of Wright State
University in Dayton, Ohio. Editorials without bylines
reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board. Views
expressed in columns, cartoons and advertisements
are those of the writers, artists and advertisers.

The Guardian encourages letters to the edilor and
commentary piece from tudents, faculty, admini tralors and staff.
•Letter should be typed. have the writer's printed full
name. addres . daytime phone, major and class ·tanding
(if applicable).

The Guardian reserves the right to censor or reject
advertising copy in accordance with any present or

•Deadline for ubmis ions i. 5 p.m. on the Friday preceeding the next is ·ue.

future advertising acceptance rules established by The

Guardian. All contents contained herein are the
express property of The Guardian. Copyright privileges
revert to the writers, artist and photographers of

•Letters should be kept lo 500 w rds or le .
•All letters are ubject to editing for pace and content.
•Letters which duplicale others may be omitted.
•When responding to another letter, refer to the date and

specific works after publication. Copyright 2005 The
Guardian, Wright State University. All rights reserved.
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•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will not be used.

First issue free. Additional copies may be requested
for $.50 each.
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Pornography films hitting mainstream
II Pornos are
coming out of the
closet; earn more
than professional
sports programs

The movie n nc every dmits to
owning an: making big buck · thes
days. Th p mography indu try g ncratcs billion. of dollar in annual r venue. The money made by the pornography indu try rival profe ional
sport .
According to the article, "How Big
is Porn?'' at forbes.com, the small
screen films are making big dollars
"Pornography has hit really big and
gone mainstream," aid Monroe Hustler
Hollywood employee Johnna Long.
Long spent a lot of time in California working closely with adult film
stars over the past few years.
Long said that a big reason for the
mainstream success of pornography
came from the infamous Pamela Anderson and Tommy Lee sex tape.
She aid before this tape came out
there wa a lot of fear about openly liking pornography but since it was one of
the most popular girls in Hollywood,
"It took away a lot of fear, and took
porn up a step.''
Pornography's cros -over into maintream can be seen in star like Jenna
Jame on and how like howtime'
Family Bu iness.
According to Adult Industry News,
Jenna Jameson's book ''How To Make
Love Like A Porn Star" is a bestseller
and by the end of 2004 had I 00,000
copies in print.
Long said that whenever Jameson
bas a new movie she gets advertisement
on huge banners and billboards in New
York City.
"Jenna Jameson is the adult star icon
and probably always will be," said
Long.
The Sbowtime show "Family Busi-

ness" is a reality show ba ed on the
pornography industry and a family who
runs a pornography business.
The series has seen three seasons
thus far and according to Adult Industry
News, has began filming a fourth.
Fortune 500 companies such as General Motors and AT&T have even
hopped on board the porn train by distributing pornography via satellite and
cable television.
Both companies signed with pornography industry giant Vivid Entertainment Group to make the Hot Network

available in 27 million American
homes.
Marketing major Stu Wagner said, "I
think pornography going mainstream is
kind of cool. It is so popular that it is
unavoidable.,,
Long said that amateur pornography
sells just as well as professional
pornography.
She said that amateur porn could be
produced with only a small group of
people, while some professional sets
use as many as 200.
"Gonzo and anal are the most popu-

lar," said Long. Gonzo is a type of
pornography that features no story lines
and a smaller budget.
Long also said the industry is
becoming more hardcore. She said
"everything has been done before so
now directors keep pushing for new
and different things."
"The porn industry is a lot of fun
and people shouldn't be afraid," said
Long. "The industry is only going to
get bigger and more mainstream."

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

Best selling X-rated films of 2005

1. Pirates
Retail: $49.95

2. Powertool Massacre
Retail: $44.95

3. Catherine
Retail: $24.94

4. Dark Angels 2
Retail: $29.95

..................................• ................................... .................................•. ..............••................... ......................•............ ......•....
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Multiple sexual partners:
a sexual etiquette guide
ex and the ity'
amantha trit::d it for
h ~r b au birthda_,t

· nd Miranda
' nsw red ad for a
m boo t.
hrc omc at often th ught to be a
man . ultimate fan ta y feeding hi
desire t _cc.: w man n woman a ti n
a well a ti cding hi ego, but other
rea ons p oplc participate includ
xual variety and attention.
While two men and one woman i
becoming more popular one man and
two women is still more common.
However, the reasons both partners
partak with a third party need to be
imilar.
For example, both partie hould be
willing because of bi exual tendencie ,
curiosity, or being extremely exual.
If both partner do not share the
intere t, one is more likely to tolerate
the act and thi can cau e not only the
end of a relation hip but make the
guest uncomfortable, exhibiting poor
ho t skills.
If a couple i in lo e. a three omc,
according to exinfo l 01, can be a di a t r. If omeone i in Io e, watching
their partner giv r receiv a exual
a ·t may cc u. e fe ling: f jealou y r
inadequacy.
.·ually on per n is r cciving the
majority of the attention, which can
cau · in curity not to mention a fight
or worse, break up.
o a three ome i mor acceptable to
tho e who are either not in love or part-

SIll

ners who are sexually curious.
This way, both are willing to lavish
the third party with attention and there
are limited emotional connections.
Samantha a ked the hostess at a po h
re taurant and while suggesting the idea
to a stranger is possible, an acquaintance might be best.
A three ome between a couple and a
friend might cau e for awkward
encounter afterward and asking a
tranger can be risky.
o an acquaintance is someone that
i familiar but not so much that eeing
each other i e. ·tremely common.
Be ide exual curio fry or fanta y a
per on might participate imply
bccau c of the att ntion. The guc t
tend · to be poiled by the couple ho ·ting and thi can be a very pica ·urablc
experience.
However, ju t a children are told to
hare and take an equal turns, so are
participant in a three ome.
The best way to avoid a conflict or

Nd

jealousy i for everyone to each have a
turn being spoiled and lavished with
attention.
If three people wish to partake in the
adventurous threesome, the best way to
mention it to you partner is by suggesting it during sex, according to sexinfo l 01. If a partner is already hot and
bothered they are more likely to say
yes.
However, if a couple is in love or
one partner is not nece sarily interested
in the actual act, share the fanta y
instead.
As with all sexual encounter , protection i nece sary. Protection is very
important not only again t a di ease but
pregnancy a well.
A woman involved in a three ·ome
with two men could bccom pregnant
and play a game of "who e my daddy?"
o be areful, e pecially with someone
new.
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Finances with
your partner

If you are a
..__ _ _...,woman and th
man you arc with insist that he will
deal with the finance and you will
give him your mon y, take a . erious
tcp back and a k if yourself: do you
want to be a mon 'Y prisoner for th
r . t of your life?
In a relati n hip thcr ·hould b
three account . ach individual
should have his or her own checking
account and one that is a joint used
only for common expenses such as
bills.
The other two accounts are your
own to treat as you wish. Why? Listen to this cenario.
You ha e never bounced a check;
it's a point of pride. Your partner has
had a time or two of misfortune and
has bounced checks. Would you really want to put that strain on your
relation hip? That is exactly what
money woes become.
Ok, o you have three accounts.
Now for your joint account, most
people like to go 50/50. Thi isn't
right because one partner is bound to
be making le than the other, so
, plitting it 50150 mean one is actually putting in more of their paycheck than the other.
Try putting in the . amc amount.
First figure in all j int expense
togcth r. The e might include
rent/mortgage, utilitie , groceries,
joint credit card debt, romantic dinner and movies, anything the two of
you would split.
Then tack on 10-15 percent
depending on how grounded you are
in reality. After this, you will divide
the um of both people'' paycheck
by the amount of joint debt. That
will give you the percentage of how
much each of you needs to contribute from your paychecks.
For example, you calculate your
joint debts are $1200 a month. So 1,
200 divided by 2, 500 equals 48 percent. So then $1, 000 multiplied by
.48 equals $480 and $1, 500 multiplied by .48 equals $720. Now these
amounts are different, but you each
are contributing the same percentage
amount from your paycheck, so the
debts are equally paid based on how
much each of you makes and what
both can afford.
This is just the start of merging
finances.
I will actually continue this column for another week or so. You
may not be in a relationship now, but
this information is still very important, therefore I encourage you to
read.
If you have any questions about
finances, email me and I'll respond.
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ew i c ntro e o s give
options beyond the condom
Kristen~

a_benz_4u@hobnai.com

In a society that stre ses the importance of ate ex, college tudcnt are
among one of the most exual demographic in America.
But if they hav n 't already learned
what type of prokction is out there
they're in the pro ess.
Many college stud nt opt to u e two
forms of protection when ha ing ex condom ;md hormonal methods.
However, ome may not be awar'
that there i a vast differ nc between
birth control and contraceptive , lambkin and latex condom and permicide
and KY jelly.
Birth control, according to "Human
Sexuality: Diversity in Contemporary
America" by Bryan Strong, is "methods
of any means that prevent a fertilized
egg from implanting in the uterine wall
(such as the IUD and emergency contraception pill)."
Contraception is the prevention of
sperm and egg ever uniting, like spermicide.
Another type of contraception is
barrier methods which place a physical
barrier between the sperm and egg,
such as condoms and diaphragms.

ondoms are the mo t obviou form
of protection for guy to use.
For that rea on there is now an array
of exciting and effective condoms that
range from colored
flavored, lubed and textured.
You can buy them at any
drugstore or even g s station
a reasonable cost.
Most importantly, condom arc
used because they ar 98 percent
cfTectivc.
According to the Trojan Information Center, failure
can re ·ult from a tear in
the condom, exposure to
oils or high temperatures
(which can cause it to
deteriorate), improper application and
expired condoms.
For extra protection, put a couple drops
of spermicide inside the
condom before putting it
on. This will kill any sperm
before it gets to the egg.
KY jelly is a lubricant, not a
spermicide.
Women have the most options when
it comes to birth control and contracep-

tion. Female condom·, diaphragms and
hom10nal option are the most popular.
Hormonal options include the pill,
the shot and the patch.
The patch ha been hown to cau e
potential health hazard and death
according to a tudy done by CNN.
Also there is a vaginal ring cal led
uva Ring.
The Nuva Ring is placed in th

there for three week but must be
remo ed during menstruation.
A tudy conducted by Dr. Paula J.
Adams and Alfred N. Poindexter from
Baylor University explored the pro
and con of available birth controls.
The study concluded that honnonal
birth control· offer the most effective
long-term form of contraception.
Howevc.::r, it can have erious side
effects (blo d clot in patients \l ho
mokc while taking them), they don't
prevent TJs and you must obtain them
through a pre. cription.
The real i sue that college students mu t addrcs is who is
rc ·pon ible for what form of
protection is used.
Should men be solely responsible for
themselves?
Or should women,
because they are the
ones who have to go
through pregnancy?
However you decide,
make sure that you pick one
that best suits you and one you
will remember to take consistently
and correctly.

Sign up for the ollege
Store Membership
Ca rd and receive
in store discounts
and $5credit for every
$150 spent
(see store for details)

SELL B ACK
$200RMORE
IN TEXTBOOKS
AND RECEIVE
3FREE SONG
DOWNLOADS
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More options available f.or those
debating unplanned pregnancies
x ha con cquence. . On of the. c
con cqucncc i. , n unplanned pr gnancy.
hings happ n: a on
protc ti n might n t hav be n us d, or i it
wa. lhen th ·r mi ht ha c b n
plication ..
ccording to unplannedpregnancy. m, th failure tat o male
condom i actually 12 per nt. • ith r
way it i imp rtant t know the po ibilitie that come along with an
unplanned pregnancy.
Fir t, the woman needs be sure he
i actually pregnant. If she mi e a
period, the woman should have a pregnancy te t.
A simple pregnan y te t can be done
at a clinic or a home test can be purcha ed at a local pharmacy for $8-15.
The tests can detect a pregnancy as
oon as a few days after the mi ed
period.
According to Planned Parenthood,
there are three choice for any pregnant
female: ha e the baby and rai e it,
have the baby and put it up for adop-

or

"... There are three choice~·
for any pregnant female:
have the baby a11d rai e it,
have the baby and put it up
for adoption, or choose to
end the pregnancy."
- Planned Parenthood
After Pill," which i an extreme dose of
birth control which ends the beginning
stage of pregnancy if it is taken soon
enough after conception.
Although this drug is now available
without a doctor's prescription, not all
pharmacies carry the pill, such as WalMart. Also, pharmacists are allowed to
refu e to give the pill if they feel it

goe again t th ir own con cienc .
This ha cau ed some problem
thr ughout th country according to
Planned Par\;ntho d.
While a female i making h r dcciion, it is important t • tay h althyc p ially if ·he may d cid t ha c the
baby.
"You have
ch ice, but n
B sti · , R.N.
is th final decision, the risk incrca.
th longer a pr gnan y g
n.
If the w man decide to continue
the pregnancy and deliver the baby,
prenatal care i very important for the
mother and baby's health.
For information on how to find good
care and way to pay for it, a woman
should ee her personal physician or
visit a local Planned Parenthood center.
An expecting mother may choose to
raise her child on her own or with a
partner. In order to involve a partner
however, she must first tell the person
about the pregnancy.
Busine s student Valerie Jena said,
"You just have to uck it up and tell the
per on."
She added that in order to tell her

friend and loved one he would try to
be funny, uch a through a poem.
The male then ha to decide
whether r not he wants to play an
activ role in the pregnancy birth and
rai. ing f the child.
cial work major Teri Wilk aid,
•1t is n t · lcly the resp nsibility of th
female to d ·cid what to d .''
, hould the outcome b that the
woman i t rai th child n her own,
wcl ar progr rn ·such as WI 'can aid
in the instance of fin ncial and nutritional in tability.
According to fn .u <la.gov, ongre s
appropriated $5.235 billion for WIC in
2005.
Low-income pregnant, po tpartum,
and breastfeeding women, infants and
children up to age five who are at nutrition risk qualify.
The last option for an unplanned
pregnancy i letting someone else raise
the child.
Adoption is legal and binding and,
according to plannedparenthood.com,
very seldom reversed by the court system.
All in all, Bostick encourages that a
woman chooses what's right for her.
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More men and women on the front Lines are surviving life-threatening injuries than ever before for
one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the
most advanced training and have access to the best medical technology on the planet. And whether

3349 SEAJAY DRIVE, BEAVERCREEK
Go South on N . Fairfield Rd., and we
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Valley Cinemas off of RT 35 in
Lofino Marketplace, only 10 minutes
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Learn the truth about the AIDS epidemic
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) ha been responsible for
the death of over 25 million people
worldwide and could kill another 6 million within the next two years.
Students can protect them elve
from contracting the di ea e by always
wearing condom if they are exually
active and by knowing the sexual history of their partner aid Student Health
Service·.
tudent hould al undergo yearly
exam to be te ted for TD if they are
exually active and have more than one
partner tudent Health ervic added.
Thi epidemic that i reaching into
every comer of the world and killing
seems unstoppable, but infonnation
such as how it is contracted and what
medical improvements have been found
offer hope to those suffering that one
day there will be a cure.
People don't just get AIDS; after

WSU students
speak out on
premarital sex

all, the virus is not floating in air waiting for someone to inhale.
Quite the contrary, AIDS is only
contracted through sex, sharing needles,
a blood transfusion or being born to a
mother who was infected with the disease.
Doctors describe AIDS as a bloodborne pathogen. It is exchanged from
person to per on through exposure to
an infected person's blood as well as
through sexual fluids uch as emen.
However, before a person develops
full blown AIDS, the per on i fir t
exposed to HIV.
After a period of time, the immune
y tern is everely weakened becaus of
fighting HIV, which attack the T-cells
and tum into AID .
om of the ympt m of AID
woll n gland ,
include fever tiredne
w ight lo ', kin rashe , headache or
hort term m mory lo .
In some case however there no
symptoms until HIV/AIDS has
advanced and become much more life
threatening ..
There is no cure to AIDS as of now,
however, there is hope. Doctors have

found that those at high risk or exposure to HIVIAIDS might be prescribed
Post-Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP).
This drug is taken within four weeks
and should .tielp prevent infection even
after being exposed to HIV.
But treatments for HIVI AIDS and
experiments for new drugs are only
possible with keeping the disea e in
focus and funding. The article "World
AIDS Day: HIV Pandemic Surging" on
WebMD.com talks about the rise of
HIV because of the off focu of the disease.
HIV has infected an estimated
40,300,000 which i about 5 million
more than la t year according to
WebMD.com.
To keep the reality of HIVI AID in
by
focu , there needs to b awarcn
joining organization· and k cping the
public in the know.
"If we try to we p the i ue under
the rug, we can ju t pretend the problem doesn't exi t," aid Ashley Gill, a
senior Early Childhood major. "By educating the public we can create more
awareness and ultimately save lives.,,

Protect yourself from sexual abuse

EmlySmlh
Snith.~

The i sue of premarital ex is still
a hot topic in the 21st century.
Morals clash as students debate
whether or not sex before marriage is
okay.
For ome it i ju ta matter of timing. Political cience major Anna
Hurley said, "You should wait until
you are ready. Do it for you, not for
the other person."
Health major Sarah Schmidt
agreed, "If you have e tablished a
relation hip and love the per on then
it is okay."
"Bottom line: not on the fir t
date-unless you are really drunk,"
added Hurley.
There are al o students who
embrace the belief that premarital sex
is not a good idea. Wright State premed student Chris Reid said, ''I
believe that while premarital sex can
come with brief moments of plea ure,
it can bring you a lifetime of
heartache.,. He added, ''There are
many risks involved with ex, and if
you do not have a steady relationship
with omcone then something such a
pregnancy can ruin what two people
have."
Aero pace engineering major
Katie McDaniel said, "It is respectful
to a future spouse if you wait."
On all sides of the issue there is
the underlying notion that, as business major Nicole Smith put it,
"Whatever you do, it is your choice.
You have to accept the consequences
of waiting or not waiting."

Jessica Lander I The Guardian

Sexual hara ment and abu c are
iinportant issues to women in the workforce and higher education.
Knowing the difference between the.
two and what to do if you arc being
harassed or abused can be invaluable
skills.
According to Dr. Jeanette Davy, professor of management at Wright State,
there are two legal definitions for sexual harassment.
These include creating an uncomfortable or offensive work environment
and a "superior asking a subordinate for
sex in order for the subordinate to
receive a raise or other favor."
The United States Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity Commission ays
that prevention i the be t way to beat
sexual hara. sment in the workplace.
"Employer arc encouraged to take
steps n~ce sary to prevent sexual
harassment from occurring. They
should clearly communicate to employees that sexual harassment will not be
tolerated."
Dr. Davy ays that someone being
harassed ·hould report to a supervisor.
However, if the upcrvisor is doing the
harassing, another neutral person
should be involved, preferably a member of human resources.
Sexual abuse, on the other hand, can
be physical or mental and usually
occurs within a romantic relationship.
The website endabuse.org says "estimates range from 960,000 incidents of

violence again ta current or former
spouse, boyfriend, or girlfriend per year
to three million women who are physically abused by their husband or
boyfriend per year."
Abu e can occur again t men,
although it usually goes unreported
because of embarrassment.
According tq Dr. Davy "domestic
abuse usually focuses on the physical
abuse of another in the home environment.
Thi often tarts with pushes or
shoves and progre ses to ome level of
beatings and on occasion murder.
The per on is afraid to leave becau e
the abuser has convinced him or her
what will happen when he or she finds
him or her. Often that threat is death."
The mental aspects of domestic
abuse can be equally chilllng. The person being abused is left with feelings of
hopelessnes and de pair.
"In addition, mo t emotional abu er
are adept at convincing the victim that
the abuse is his or her fault," said abu e
website Cyber Parent.
A person encountering domestic or
sexual abuse needs to leave the situation. Dr. Davy says that victim will
often go to a supportive per on or family member for help.
Women's shelters are also available.
Children in abusive families are looked
after by the non-abusive parent or
social services. Counseling is recommended for victims of abuse.
Between the emotional, psychological , nd financial i sues of the abu ed
and then add on the legal system, this i
a very complex area with very few single or best answers.
"State laws are getting tougher for
domestic violence but they are not
always administered uniformly." Says
Dr. Davy.
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Editorial
\V U houldn 't have clo ed
tud nts and staff h, d the lu. ury of cnj ying a long winter
break that m t ther univcr - itic
didn 't g t. I O\ er thi. br ak
w <. s tak n t an c. trcm by
Wright tat ad ling on omc
tJ a ' h Ii day time to th
nvcni nc f many stud nt ,.
his y ar th major holid, y ·
hristma and N w Years f 11
n unday ·. Thi m(;:ant for
many that they would not b getting extra day off their regular
work week.
The admini trators of Wright
State decided to take an extra
day off after the e vent and
clo e the univer ity. .
What i completely unacceptable is that the university decided to close on Jan. 2 for a little
extra ew Years celebration
Students were unable to locate
clas rooms the day before cla se because the door of WSU
were locked. They were not able
to talk to anyone about financial
aid or regi tration because the
offices were clo ed.
Ev n more appalling wa the
treatment given to the tud nt
trying to move back into the
dorm . Po ted ecurity guard
were waiting to take students'
licenses as they came to campus.
They were told they had 30 minutes to unpack. At the end of the
30 minute they would be given
their licen es back.
Common sense should have
shown the need for the school to
be open and ready for business
was more important than taking
off extra time.
This problem could easily
have been fixed had the university decided to start the quarter on
Wednesday rather than Tuesday.
Then students and staff would
have had a day to prepare for
new clas es.
Wright State should have
taken into consideration what the
problems would have been by
having the university closed the
day before classes began. In the
future, administrators should put
the needs of the students before
their own wants.
w

w

w

w

Critics everywhere agree that Brokeback Mountian is
worst cowboy movie since Wild Wild West.

Letters to the ditor
Students, faculty, and
staff show generosity in
time of need
Joseph Berthimne

Assoc:iale DindlJr for Resideitce lie
~

Caring hearts and generosity are
needed during difficult times and the
students, faculty and staff at Wright
State rose to the occasion following the
devastation wrought by Hurricane Katrina this fall.
In early December, I drove to Mississippi and delivered the items that
were collected during the Wright State
University "Students Helping Students"
hurricane relief initiative. The students
and staff at The University of Southern
Missi sippi were very grateful and
plea ed to receive our donation.
The "Student Helping Students" initiative would not have been a success
without widespread support from our
WSU community. Thank you for taking the time to care about your peers in
Southern Mississippi who were, and
continue to be, in need of assistance.
Having seen the destruction firsthand, it is hard to believe the depth and

w.

the

cope of the damage. I can a ure you,
the contribution you made to thi relief
effort are being well used by the South~
em Miss students and truly made a pos-

The "Students Helping Students" initiative would not
have been a success without
widespread support from
our WSU community.
-Joseph Berthiaume
itive difference to those in need.
Please accept my profound thanks
for your generosity and warm hearts.
As we begin a new year, I wish you
good fortune during 2006!

Kia Galewood
~

As November 19th approaches and
my dreams of graduation become a
reality, I have to laugh.
I received my student loan statement which for the $30K+ I could have

on
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"Don't get me wrong I've
enjoyed my time here, but
the bottom line is Wright
State is expensive. "
-Kia Gatewood

Student resents price to
graduate

guardian

attended a private chool or had my
Ma ter' Degree.
Don't get me wrong I've enjoyed my
time here, but the bottom line is Wright
State is expensive. I feel I received a
decent education, but I won't miss
tho e unnecessary $50 parking tickets,
overcrowded lecture halls, and living in
inflated campus apartment . It ound
great to tay on campus, but when

n

those charges start rolling in you soon
realize you could have lived for much
less. What really cracks me up is that
they charge you to leave a well, $35
for someone to pull my file, $35 for a
paper thin cap & gown.
Last but not least~ they even censor
what adornments you can wear at graduation ..I want to show my heritage and
unless you have an "academic" honor
its not allowed. All I can say is WOW!
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Ohio winters are probably the lea t
favorite ea on out of the four for
everyone who live in the Buckeye
tate. A k anyone who live here; Ohio
winter equal mas amounts of now,
Jc t rain, and wind (not to mention a
r-cnding dread when faced with
n
h ading outsid . 1 hi cau cs many
probl m in and around Wright , tat
niv1,;r ity.
One problem in p rticular is the
no remo al ;: round th carnpu . It
need to be done in a more effective
and tim ly manner around tairway ,
entryways into the building , and the
pathway around our campu .
I have experienced the deceitfulnes
that the tairs and idewalk hold after
the fre hly fallen now/sleet/rain i
compacted down into a sheet of ice
below (u ually by nine thirty in the
morning). Knock on wood, I have not
been one of the unfortunate to fall
down, but I do fear that if the problem
is not ol ed oon, I and many other '
time will come when we fall too!
After doing ome research, I found

One problem, in particular,
is the snow removal around
the campus. It needs to be
d<Jne i11 a more effective
a11d timely manner ar<Ju11d
stairways, entryways into
the buildings, and the pathways around our campus.
-Brittany Moore
the snow needs removed if it i actually
the Phy ical Plant that get out there
and doe the actual removal?
By the time the Physical Plant gets
the call, gathers its workers, gets equipment ready, and gets out there, the
chool day ha aJready tarted and i in

9
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WSU a winter sHp and slide
that determining when and where now
should be cleaned up is the WSU
Police Department' re pon ibility to
determine when and if our walkway
and tair need clearing or alting.
Why i it up to them to decide when

The Guardian I

Submit your
opinions to

full wing leaving many opportunitie
for us tudents and faculty to, well,
wipe out. When a ked if the cost of
removal wa a problem, Mike Coyle
manager of Phy ical Plant, re ponded,
"Budget really i n 't a factor... "
I propo e that if budget i not a factor, then let tart paying ~ omebody a
little overtime to be in by five in the
morning and actually g~t the ball
rolling before student and staff start
h wing up f; r the day. In additi n,
l t relieve th W, Police D pt. of
its 1c. p nsibility of having lo call up
th~ Physical Plant n tho e nowy
.nowy day.
They ha e better thing to be doing,
l 'm ure. Phy ical Plant is able and
efficient enough to determine what
needs to be cleared and when. After
all, they do work on and all around
campus everyday!
This i ue affects everyone, not ju t
commuter . Student living in the
dorms have to use the walkway , too.
Plea e, take action this winter (whether
it be another letter to the editor, or an email to Mr. Coyle) and help save a fellow teacher or student from a prained
ankle or worse!

Jimmy Walters
Opinions Editor
Contact at:
walters.21 wright.
edu

Submit by
Friday to be
included in
the next issue of.
•
The Guardian :•
•
•••••••••••••••••• ••••

LET'S TALK ABOUT SEX BABY, REALLY
With movie like "The 40 Year Old
Virgin" and "Wedding Cra hers," sex
is becoming a successful ploy in
attracting moviegoers. Maybe that has
to do with the fact that sex is a way of
life, despite protestors.
While organizations uch as Parent
Televi ion Council and MPAA are having coronarie , the entertainment business is raking in billions of dollars
from sexually themed movies and television shows.
There has been a major movement
in the past twenty years to censor
movies, television shows, and even
music.
Tipper Gore, wife of former vice
president Al Gore, headlined this
movement by forming the Parents
Music Resource Center.
This organization attempted to suppress music that contained explicit
lyrics or content. They succeeded in
pushing the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) into requiring
that labels be put on all records with
explicit content.
These labels became known as the
"Tipper Sticker" and the battle for civil
liberties began. These debates continue to rage on even today with the

w

w

option of parental blocks becoming
tandard on DVD player , cable boxe ,
and even video game consoles.
It i po ible that the e organization
have ucceeded; yet it ha also created
a my tique around sex among other
facets of everyday life.

"People have become so
uptight about sex that they
gasp at the thought of
someone uttering the 'S'
word out in public. "
-Jimmy Walters
Now, it is almost a controversy to
talk about sex outside of the bedroom.
People have become so uptight about
sex that they ga p at the thought of
someone uttering the 'S' word out in
public.
Sex is a way of life, becau e well
after all, it creates life. In a critical
time when young people need to be
properly educated in safe sex and contraception, they almost are afraid to
bring the issue up because they fear
they are being immoral.

w.

the

For this same reason, parents are
afraid to have 'the sex talk with their
kid . Thi lack of communication
cau e kid to fend for them elve , and
where i the perfect place to gather
information? The entertainment industry.

sometimes even a negative air around
the idea of sex. Lighten up people!
ex i natural.

"Sex is a way of life,
because well after all, it
creates life. "
-Jimmy Walters
So we have Eminem preaching
about broken relationships and seeking
revenge, on ex girlfriends, while Sex in
the City condones sleeping with men
that they barely know.
I'm not against these forms of entertainment, and I personally believe they
are already too heavily censored, but I
feel that proper sex education should
be either at home or in the classroom.
lf people are worried about what
their kids are watching and listening to
then educate them properly at home or
in school.
Censoring all these forms of entertainment to death is not the answer.
All it does is create a mystique and
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Kama Sutra spicing up resident life

Resembling a game of Twister gone
awry, Jon and usie are interlaced in a
crambled concoction of intimacy. 'You
want me to put my leg whereT' a k
u ie. Wright tate tudent Liz Gordon
would be able to pinpoint th po ition
a "The burning of the ream."
he could also tell them to keep their
moans to a minimum since she's a
community advisor (CA) in the Woods.
Ye , this CA calls herself a love
in tructor of The Kama Sutra and holds
meetings for her residents and those in
th honor community to explore thi
ancient tradition.
"It first started out as a CA program
because all of us are required to do
three active and three passive programs.
I wanted to get involved with the residents but I wanted to do something fun
and exciting that would have a good
turnout," said Gordon.
Her first quarter as a CA has turned
up the beat on campus and has attracted
an average attendance of nearly 60 participants for each meeting.
"The Kama Sutra is not all about
sex. It is about appreciating your partner (and) loving them through their
mind, body and spirit," explained Gordon.
Translated back in 1883 by Sir
Richard F. Burton, the Kama Sutra is
believed to have originated between the
first and sixth centuries A.D. from the

work of Vatsyayana in India according
to Kama Sutra Animated.
"The Kama Sutra is actually a
book ... written for Indian couples that
were in arranged marriages" said Gordon
"(Vatsyayana) believed that lovemaking and intimacy wa and i beautiful, and created omewhat of an
in truction booklet o the e married
couples could learn how to love each
other and how to make love to each
other," Gordon added.
She also said that the sexual positions are only a small portion of the
entire original text. It contains instruction for artistic activities such as glas making, sewing, cooking and much
more that a 12-13 year-old girl would
need to learn.
Gordon said that the book was originally meant to be passed down at this
age by women in families to place
emphasis on how to be more in touch
with themselves.
The meetings are usually held on
Thursdays from 8-9:30 p.m. one to two
times per month. There were five meetings during fall quarter.
Attendees learned about positions,
relationships, proper use of contraceptives and received free condoms and
candy.
Although the initial response was
positive, some on campus vandalized
Gordon's provocative posters advertising the meetings.
Some felt that holding such gather-

ings was inappropriate in the residence
halls and the posters offensive, but
since it's a voluntary program, the show
has gone on.
''I appreciate everyone's morality
and religious views. But my tuition
goes to a public university. I go to a
public university, so I encourage those
who are offended or questioning my
intentions to come out and see what it's
all about," said Gordon, raised as a
Roman Catholic, nonetheless.
The sessions are always free and
open to all sexualities, and Gordon
hopes to broaden the horizons for winter quarter.

She hopes to include topics
such as how to have sex in the small
beds in the residence halls, what to do
if you have a loud partner, a disability,
a roommate and other issues involving
WSU students.
"College is a great time to learn
about having great sex. Why would you
have a BMW with no gas? Same thing
- use your body safely and have great
sex with your partner," Gordon advised.
For more information on meetings,
contact Gordon at
gordon.24@wright.edu.

More action 1s aliead so watcli fort e flyers.
w

w

w.
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Abstinence still 100 percent guaranteed
same Web site says it is "heterosexual
intercourse involving penetration
of the vagina by the penis:'
Although the e two definition are different,
it' clear that intcr-

What's omething that
both exual partner can
wear to prevent pregnancy and exually
tran mitted di ca e 100% of
the time?
Their
pant.!

.--"lj-~

tu-

marriage.
But what i cxual intercour ~e,
exactly. According to dictionary.com it
i "intercour, e involving genital contact
between individual · other than penetration of the vagina by the peni ."
However, another definition by the

cour ·e i n t defin d
by one exual identity or one exual
act. In the end. both cxual partner
mu t make the deci ion.
ome Wright tate students choo e
celibacy until marriage for religiou
rca on·. There' e en a Facebook group
called· Celibate For a Rea on· Cuz
God aid o! !"
Although the group only has 11
member , they are all very pa ionate
about their tance.

Becky Nichols, a nursing major, has
decided to remain abstinent until marriage becau e "In 1 Thessalonian 4:3-4
it state , 'It i God's will that each of
you should be anctified: that you
hould avoid exual immorality~ that
each of you hould learn to control his
own body in a way that is holy and
honorable.' '
ichol al o commented that
although he ha · decided thi , there i
ome temptation out there for her.
"Resisting temptation i o hard.
When I wa dating omconc for
10 months it was hard because we
b th loved each other and en
talk d about marriage, but ' 1
r aliz d h, l it
brok up'?" he

aid .
'I tay ab tin nt or a very impl
reason: if 1 got marri d would I want
to know that my wife h, d a Ii. t of guys
. hl: wa · with?' said ed chuttc an art
and p ychology major.
•· ot really so why put her through
it? ' he added.
Although the e individual ba e their
deci ion on religion, th re are other reaon why people think twice before
having ex.
According to
plannedparenthood.com, there arc over
18 Sexually Transmitted Infection
(STI) that range from herpes, HIV,

Chlamydia and more.
These infections can include itching,
nausea, unusual pain, warts and other
growth and even death.
Ab tinence obviously can help prevent any one of the e infections.

"I stay abstinent for a very
simple reason: if I got married, would I want to know
that my wife had a list of
guys she was with?"
-Ted cllutte art a11d p:9•clwlogy
major
A coll ·ge tud nt mo tofu " ha
troubl gdting food for our cl c to
cat, let alone a child or a small family.
ondoms don t work all of the time,
and there i a po ·ibility of till catching a di ea e or becoming pregnant.
In addition, ome just aren't emotionally phy-ically or mentally ready to
have ex.
Although many people in today'
o iety will not practice ab tinence,
practicing afe ex i one way to reduce
the chance of pregnancy or contracting
an STI.

1 BEDROOM FOR $300
2 BEDROOM FOR $350
2 BEDROOM TOWN HOMES FOR $450

3 BEDROOM TOWN HOMES FOR $550
*For 1st 4 months of lease. Remaining 8 months
at market rate for style of apartment!
~Must

move in by 1/31/06 to qualify.
*Some conditions apply

CALL TODAY FOR
BEST AVAILIBILITY!
878-3973
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New Year's resolution: sex,vs. the gym
Another rea on why ex is healthy to
the body is that it can help relieve
tre and be
relaxing. Sex
can al o be a
mood lifter and
help bring a
re la-

Tired of waking up for that morning
jog? Wish there was another way to
tay fit without lifting the weights or
having to worr.. about how many more
mile. to go?
Well now there'· an exercise that
do n t invol c any weights or mile·,
in tead the exercise only calls for ex.
Though 'X may seem to be a guilty
pb sure for the bod , it al o ha many
health benefit. .
According to elfGrowlh.com, ha ing s • three times a week throughout
the ye~1r is the equivalent of nmning 75
miles b th burn the amt: amount of
caloric of 7 500.
M ny health benefit· can come from
having ( afe) sex. On WorldHealth.net,
the article "Good Vibrations: Uncovering the Health Benefit of Sex,'' mensen e that it can help
tions two way on how ex i healthy
relieve the feelings of insecufor the body.
rities or anxieties in the
The fir t i a good workout for the
relation hip.
body. Sex might involve le energy but
Used a a tre s reliever and
like an aerobic exerci e it involve the
contraction of muscle in the arms, legs good workout routine, the e two
health benefits of sex are more
and abdomen, giving the body a good
general to either sex. But there are
workout.
·also benefits from sex that specify to
Now the combo of ex and exercise
men and women.
on a regular basi also doe good for
For example, in the Journal of Epithe body because it improves muscle
demiology and Community Health of
tone, cardiovascular fitne and mental
2002 showed a study that for men who
health.
had sex twice or more a week were

more likely to reduce the risk of having
a heart attack than those who had sex
le soften.
..........

---

immunes system.
For women, sex can help prevent
endometriosis, a
condition that
occur commonly
when ti ·ue lining
inside the uteru
grows in other
area in ide the
b dy.
The gr wth
of this ti ·sue
can cause pain
to the pelvic as
well a· infertili-

ty.

...__ _._ reduce their
chances of being diagnosed with
prostate cancer. With sex, men have a
better flow of testosterone that helps
strengthen the bones and muscles. It
al o helps transport DHEA: a hormone
that could be an important part to the

During sex,
thcr-- is the
r lea c fa
hormone
called oxytocin.
Thi horn1one
contributes to the
regulation of
blood pre ure and
body temperature.
Oxytocin can al o
help with pain relief and
the healing of wound . But in
women, there is the pre ence of affection that unveils the nurturing instinct
in them.
With the many benefits that come
from sex, there is one reminder to all
before getting into the new exercise:
use protection.

Getting in the stirrups vital for health
"I just don't see what the big deal
is, to have some man pend all that
time down there and you leave without
an orga m and a bill," said Samantha
from HBO's hit serie "Sex and the
City.'
In reality, a yearly visit to the gynecologist is extremely important whether
you 're sexually active or not. Getting
checked for STDs, pregnancy and normality of your menstrual cycle i
important.
Sure, it may be weird to have some
stranger down there, but as gynecologist Dr. Mark Day of Springboro puts
it, ' It's better to be safe than sorry. Any
untreated STDs or menstrual problems
can effect a woman's fertility further
down the road."
"If a woman starts having sex or
reaches the age of 18, she should start
eeing a gynecologist for an exam,"
said Day.
If you've been before, then you
know what to expect. If not, here's
what you should know.
After scheduling an appointment,
make a list of questions to ask your
doctor. According to Day, good questions include: "do I need birth control,

w

w

and what kindT' "do I need an STD
te t?" and "is my period nonnal?"
Once you are in the office, remember these three simple rules that may
make your experience a little easier.
Use the bathroom before your exam.
Secondly, make sure you put on the
paper robe properly.
La tly, you'll be instructed to take
everything off, but keeping your sock
on i optional.
A brochure from Planned Parenthood
titled "Your Pelvic Exam" gives some
insight as to what a pelvic exam is.
"There are three or four steps during a
pelvic exam" it said.
"First, your vulva, or outside sex
organs, are checked for any growths or
rashes," according to the brochure.
After the doctor does that, here
comes the rough part. The brochure
goes on to say that the second part is
the speculum exam.
A speculum is a duck-bill shaped
tool that is ''used to gently spread the
vagina so your cervix can be seen. The
main reason for this exam is to do a
Pap smear." A Pap smear is used to
examine cell tissue for cervical cancer
or other abnormalities.
During the last part of the exam, the
doctor may press on your stomach and
insert two fingers in the vagina to

w.

the

check your reproductive organs.
When that is over, the doctor will
leave so you can get dressed and will
return afterwards.
"It's important to ask your doctor
any questions you may have after the
procedure," said Day.
You only need to get a pelvic exam
once a year. However, you need to
make an appointment "if you have
strange discharge, painful intercourse,

guardian
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painful menstrual cramps or any signs
of pregnancy," said the brochure.
A gynecologist visit may be squeamish to ome, but can provide answers
about STDs, pregnancy and your menstrual cycle.
But if you are stressed about how
you may look down there, your gyno
sees hundreds of vaginas a year, so
what's one more?
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Boyshorts mean more than just lingerie
seen it all, then decide against it all

3). Your favorite bedtime acce sory
When it comes to the art of electing
your lingerie, many things must be
taken into con ideration: the occasion,
your tyle, your body, your budget, and
your partner' favorite , among many
oth r . If it' true that we arc what we
at, could it al o be aid that we are
what w wear? Take thi quiz and find
out what your lingerie ay ·about you!

i :
a. a tank top and some cotton boy
ho rt
b. an over ized t-shirt
c. your birthday uit

4 ). Your material of choice i :
a. me.h
b. leather
c tton

1). Wh n you go shopping fi r your
unm ntionablcs, your pl cc of purcha ·c
i u ually:
a. Victoria' e retJ redcrick'
b. Wal-Mart or other chain retailer
c. Hustler
2). When walking through the door
of The Panty Palace,
you:
a. check out the
exy little number in
the window
b. head straight to
the back for the

5 . Your bra ually fa ·t n.:
a. in th back
b. in the front
c. pull-over tyle
6). Your panties and bra:
a. always match
b. sometimes match
c. never match
7). Your attitude about wearing a
thong is:
a. "eew, why would I want a permanent wedgie?!"
b. "I wear one because I hate vi ible
panty lines '
c. "it's just like a tampon: once you
get u ed to it, you don't even feel it!"

8). The Victoria's Secret annual televised runway show is airing tonight.
You:
a. watch it while taking notes on
which new items you're intere ted in
b. watch it and convince your elf
you'll never mea ure up to Heidi Klum,
even after he' ju t had a kid
c. refrain from watching it because
it' rout

9). On your wedding night, you
envi ·ion wearing:
a. a white, atiny lip of a thing
b. weat
c. a black me ·h, h It r babyd 11 ·piked h I and all
10). Concerning your budget, the
limit you are willing to spend on your
lingerie is:
a. $20

b. $40
c. $80
11). A a le ser-endowed woman,
you've tried the following:
a. push-up bra
b. doubling up
c. nothing; you'd rather be small
and real than big and fake
12). When you're in the mood to get

If you an wered:
Question#

~

I).

2

2).
3).
4).

3
2
2

5).

2

6).
7).

3
I

8).
9).
10).
11).
12).

3
2
1
3
3

13).
14).
15).

2
3
3

Add up the number of points that
corresponds to each answer, and
you'll have your total number.

points:
Chances are that you're not very
adventurous. Although you can appreciate trying to get glammed up for a
sexual encounter, you'd rather be taken
(literally) as-is. You're not buying into
the idea that you need to involve frilly
clothing, especially if they 're just
going to be taken off in the heat of the
moment anyway.
When it comes to life in general,
you're pretty laid back and you like to
go with the flow. You tend to be more
focused on getting the jol;> ·done instead

it on, your color of
choice is usually:
a. black
b. pink

c. .
whatever you grab
outta the
drawer fir t

13). Your
idea of adventurou underwear i:
a. a thong
b. crotchle panti
granny p ntie of a different color
14). Your partner's method of talcing
off your unmentionables is usually:
a. so fast that the hooks and elastic
break
b. excited enough to get 'em off but
fa t enough to keep things going
c. nice and slow cause what you
picked out wasn't that exciting
15). The size of your underwear
drawer compares to that of:
a. the Grand Canyon
b. the size of the box that your Silver Bullet came in
c. an old lady's handbag
of worrying about the detail . Even if
you're not much for taking ri ks with
your wardrobe, you 're into the main
event, whether it's achieving a trip to
0-town or finding success at work.

If you scored between 26-36 points:
You're the type that like to plea
your partner, but you also want to
make sure that you look good while
doing so. If those boyshorts make your
thighs look more like ham hocks,
they're outta the question.
Your style is to dress life up every
now and then but remain true to what
purpose it ha . Even if you've tried
having ex without feelings (and
maybe it worked a little bit), you'd still
rather make love than have just plain
sex. After all, it's nice to have your
cake and eat it too. That being said,
your life is an equal balance of busines, and plea ure.
If you scored between 37-45 point :
Whoah, girl! Instead of keeping you
in the reins you've taken hold of them.
You know what you want and you're
determined to get it. Even if your
habits cause other to rai e their eyebrows, they kno-w that at least something 's getting raised.
You're a person who's willing to
take risks but at times can do o without thinking about the consequences
thoroughly. You like to take charge in
the bedroom and it translates into your
life's work. Some may consider you
pushy but however they see it, you call
it "ambitious."
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Men's team rebounds after slow start
MariaOrtiz
ortiz.9@wrVlt..

Da.Wunm Wood takes an in boundpass lhrilig tlze 1 'ort/1eastem game. The
i:. . /UM' ./-6 after fill 0-f start

[en~ 'baski!Jball team

It's bet;n a Dr. fok_'ll and Mr. I Iyde
:tart for Wright State's men's baskt:tball. After starting th~ s1::a. on 0-4, the
men fini:hcd out the break with a 4-6
rccor<l. After showing ·parks of gn::atncss WSU would come hack the nc. t
game and couldn t put the hall in the
hok cspccially awa ' from home .
"We can 't sustain a comfortabk
en ironmi..:nt n thi..: road . It has to
change but so doc our demeanor. '
l lead coach Paul Biancardi said. ' e
have to believe in oursclvc n the r ad
and off.'
The Raiders have yd to win a road
game thi eason. In games against
Miami and Belmont, the Raiders led at
the half but couldn't fini h it off in the
econd. They could come out blazing
then fizzle out. With game against
Northern Illinois and Akron, the
Raiders just couldn't make anything.
Then~ was a lack of intensity which
they normal display at home games .
At the Nutter Center it's a completely difforent story. The Raider are just
down right tough to beat. With a 4-1
home record the Raiders ure know
how to make it exciting for the rowdy
Raiders in thi..: . tands.
Dt;spite thi..: lo. s to Ball State WSU
usually sends the visiting team home

disappoinkd . With a hot shooting team
like Bdmont who defoakd the Raiders
on the road earlii..:r in the eason WSU
caml! back after hcing behind double
digit. in th!! .-ccond half, to get the win .
Anoth r great home victory came during their gamt; verse Northeastern .
De ·pite facing Jose Juan Barca, a sun;
pick for the NBA draft the Raiders
hdd the hot-shooting Barca t 6-20
sh oting defoating om.: o the top 40
teams in the nation.
''After th1;; 0-4 start, \W c uld of
ga cup but w1:: didn t ." junior captain
DaShaun W( od said. "A a tl.!am we arc
b nding and tarting t flow. We want
our first victory on tht:! road .'
Wood ha con istently played well
for the Raiders ~ one only ha to l ok at
his rank of top scorer in 7 of the
Raider's 10 games of the season to
realize hi kill .
Also leading the team is follow junior co-captain, Drew Burleson.
Burleson ha become a force to reckon
with in ide and out. When Wood penetrate , Burleson i a consistent outlet
for the Raiders .
The Raidt:!rs get another chance at a
road victory a the take on Ckveland
State on Janual) 5th at 7pm . The
Raida. then return home on January
7th and 9th to ho t Loyola and Kenyon .
Game Time are both at 7pm .

Women's basketball nears .500 mark
Wright tate Women's Ba 'ketball i
off t a healthy tart with a 5-6 record
OVl:ral l and a 1-0 lead in l lorizon
League play. In th!.!ir most recl.!nt game
the Lady Raiders defeated the
Youngstown State Penguins in thdr
first Horizon League match, pulling
ahead in the final 10 minutes of play to
steal a 65-62 win.
During the game Rhea Ma ' landed
two incredible three point sho~ in the
final minutes to put the ladies ahead
65-61 in the final minutes . The Penguins were able to hit one of two free
throws with 3. 9 seconds left in the
game, but the margin created by Mays
secured the lead for a Raider win.
Wright State kicked off their regular
season with a even game road trip
with a 74-56 loss at Virginia On
November 20. Coach Williams and her
Raiders next traveled to Longwood
where they captured their first win of
the season with the finishing score of
80-77. Saturday, November 26th found
the Raiders competing against Montana, falling just shy of the win with a
score of 57-47.

w

w

But thl.!n things started to tum
around a littk bit with win · over w~st
em Carolina and Miami . The win over
Miami wa tht! most impres ive win of
the sea on thu far. After bemg down a
many as 14 at one p int, the Raider
came back for the 7 -60 win
But that all changt:!d wht:!n the
Raider faced Da)ton in their annual
Crosstown match at UD arena. The
game ended with a 63-59 Wright State
loss. A deciding factor in the game was
the fact that UD went 15-16 from the
free throw line while WSUonly went
12-20.
December 10 the Ladies traveled to
Toledo, losing 69-66 in the final minutes. That same week, The Ladies host:ed Marshall at home, but could not pull
through with a win. The final scored
landed on 72-66. But they were finally
able to record a 77-74 over Ball State.
Individually junior Brittany Whiteside was named Horizon League Athlete of the Week December 19. It was
the third time in as many years Whiteside has won the award.
The Raiders will next travel to UWMilwaukee on January 5th. Their next
home game will be on January 11
against Loyola.

w.

the

Sierra Crayton drives to the hole against Youngstown Std£ m Saturday. Jffight State is now 5-6
and have a pair'!{games in Wrsconsin this week.
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aider ack popularity grows

ring winter

Imagin g ing places and r cd ing
·tuff imply for showing up.
ouncl good to mo. t people ' pccially
those in college and that i exactly
what the Raider Pack ofl rs student

fre

here at Wright tat1;.
Anywhere from free T-. hirt. t free
food at ar a busine ·s ar" handed ut

"It ~s a good way to build
friendship .. They (the stude11t. ~ have 0111ethi11g in
common in that they like
sports so it's real ea~y for a
friendship to start. "
Sama11t/ia Steve11
Sports Promotion Director
to tudents when they attend any home
school sponsored sporting event. Students have to do nothing more then
show up to a game or meet and they
will receive their free gear.
"It's a good way to build friendhips," said Samantha Stevens, the
Sports Promotion Director. "They (the
tudents) have something in common in
that they like ports so it's real ea y for
a friend hip to tart."
It's no ecret that tudent support at
porting event i far from great here at
W U. At many porting event it is not
uncommon to ee just a handful of tud nt show up to di play their pride for
their school and athlete . Meanwhile,

A trio ofrowdy Jffight State fans cheer on the Raiders at a sporting event earlier this year. 'This is the type ofschool spirit and dedication dud the
Raider Pack is trying to promote.

other schools have large sections of students being loud and proud of the
school they attend.
But the Raider Pack is trying to
bring more of that atmosphere to WSU.
With the extra incentive tudents are
more likely to come out and the time
when it i noticed the mo~t is during
ba ketball season.
..There's a big increa e during basketbalJ," teven aid. "There about a
75% increase from fall to winter."
On a normal night the lower ection

behind the hoops at a men's basketball
game are normally filled with students.
And whether the students know it or
not, it helps the players on the court a
well.
"We had the crowd behind us and
that helped a lot, said basketball player
DaShaun Wood after a home win earlier in the season. But there still isn't
near the loyalty to ports here that is
displayed throughout the re t of the

N AA.
Pre ently there are nearly 1.000 tu-

dents who have signed up for the
Raider Pack. But Stevens is hoping to
double that amount to 2,000 during the
winter sports season. So students don't
need to fear being the only one at a
game if they go by themselves because
there will be a number of other students
there for them to converse with.
The Raider Pack is at all home sporting events throughout the entire school
year. It doe n't matter if it's a ba ketball game or a swim meet, they' 11 be
there to give you your free tuff.

Whiteside pivital part of women's basketball
Since coming to Wright State in
2003, junior Brittney White ide has
created quite a resume for herself. She
is known all throughout the league by
Horizon League rivals as a determined
athlete and also a tough player to handle.
During her time at Wright State
Whiteside has won a number of awards
for her great play on the court, which
include Horizon League All-Newcomer, First Team AU-Horizon League, and
has been on the Leagues All-Defensive
team the previous two years. But that
still isn't enough to completely satisfy
White ide.
"I want to win a Horizon League
Championship," said Whiteside, and
understandably so.
In the event of Wright State winning
a league championship not only would
they have bragging rights for a year,
they would also get to go to the NCAA
championships in March.
This is an honor that nearly every
college basketball player dreams of.

Warm, Caring, Supportive Outreach for All Ages
Active Youth Program - Monty Lile , Youth Minister
Home of Carpenter's Kids a· seen on Dayton Acee s TV
Large Screen Presentation used in Sunday Worship Serviees
Bible-Based Ministries, Won-hip Services, Classes, Study Group'
Sunday: 9:30 AM BibJe Study
10:30 AM Worship
Sunday: 6:00 PM Study Groups
Wed: 6:30 PM Bible Study
Belmontchurch.org
3003 S. Smithville Rd (Near Patterson)
256-0481
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And according to White ide, thi year
might be the year they accomplish this
goal.
"I definitely think it' capable this
year." said Whiteside. "We have a very
good team."
Whiteside also credits her teammates
as a big contributor to her success as
well. Without them, she's just another
face on the court.
"A lot of things that happen off the
court carry over on the court, so it's
good I have a good relationship with
them."
Before coming to Wright State
Whiteside started her basketball career
off at Reynoldsburg and Mifflin High
Schools. During her time at those
schools Whiteside made it to the state
semi-finals, her junior year and was
also the District 10 player of the year
for Division II, just to name a few of
her accomplishments.
After college Whiteside is hopeful to
continue her basketball career over
seas. But if that fails she is getting her
masters in physiology. After all she is
receiving a college education here as
well as playing basketball.
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Schul era ends at WSU Swim teams train in
m re yc.::ar." Coach chul c mmt;nted.
·But that will n t be possible." .
Afkr all his hard work and d ·dicaThe Bob hul era at Wright~ tak
ti n to tht: running vorld. Schul i:l niv1.::rsitv will come to a clo at the
under.;;tandabl di traught over the.:
end of th~ trac :ca on . 'l he Wril!ht
ambiguou d!.!cision to 1,;nd hi contat · thktic J)1;;partmcnt announ cd
tract....,citing lack of financial aid a: an
that the • will n0t h1,; ren1.::wing Coach
c ·ential difficulty the.:: cros. \,;ounty
Bob Schur c ntract a the.:: men and
and tra k program. ha e at WSU
ountry
women · 1 rack and ro
Wnght State onl) ha. onl ( n1.:: runcoach .
ner vith a full chola ·hip and m
·We;; havt: pkd n t to rc.::n\,;w
partial cholarship t) 1.::ntic1; compdiontract · Wright St, k
( chul
ti 1e runners vhen::a L ola has l 0
, cnior . ociate Athh.:tic Din.:ctor
tull . chola1 hip and I· ranci:- utler
Paul Ne vman. aid . Newman concludh. s i ·.
1,:;d that the Athletic Departmt:nt i: not
I 1::spitc thl..! fact he will not r tum
mandak<l to otfor 1.::. ·planation fix th~
nl..!. t sc.:ason , chul ref us ·s to gi ·up
dcci ·ion, and in fact decided to not
n his athl1.::k ·the way that h'-= fo ·Is
pinp int rcas n bccau ·1.:: it w uld
the Universit • ga 11.: up n him .
·We art! not yet fini hed, a· the
leaw the table pen for m~g tiati non
chul · behalf
track and field ladie vant to c mpete
very well thi winter and pring .,
chul who is the 1964 l)mpic
Gold Medal winner in the 5k, has been Coach chul insisted, taying p itive.
c aching at some kvd ince 1966 But
"I am very proud of what I accomit wa not until 1999 that chul came
pli bed at Wright tate and will cont W U. He replaced Mike Baumer
tinue to give my athlete my very be t
who resigned in 1998.
until my time is ended in the middle of
During hi coaching career chul
May."
trained and coached a National
The earch for a new c ach wa
teepkcha e Champion, a handful of
aid to have started immediatdy after
01 mpian , and four All-American
announcing chul would not be returnRaiders including Je sica Ku who ran
ing next eason. There has yet t be
fr W U from 1999-20 2. he eventu- any announcement a to who i a canally became one of the top 5k runners
didate or wh1,;n they h pe to find that
in the region .
replacement.
I was hoping t coach for ne

Florida over break

• Ortiz

ortir..9@wrV1le

A . i ·-week break ·ound. ni e hut
there is no such thing for Wright 'tate
Men s and Women . wimming and
di ing teams. ·1ht: univcrsit) hr1,;;ak
b1;;twc.::en fall and winfor quarter. i~
nothing hut tmining for the Wl:t
Raidi.::r. .
'I he Rai<lt:r: started off tht:ir break
hr' t< king part in the huge Miami In itational at 0. ford in lkcemhl..!r 1--'·
With the stiff compctiti m the men finished 7th mt of I 0 teams while th1.:
women finish1.:d 11 ut of 13.
Top fini hers for the men Raider·
were the 200-medley relay team f
Aaron Eckstein, Rafad Candido, Zach
fisher and Elvis Cirkovic. The relay
team finished fifth while individual
Elvis Cirkovic placed sixth in the 100

fly.
The Lady Raiders top finishers were
Mabel F emandez, Svetlana
Nep catych, Kelsey C oper and Ka ie
Schmidt.
This 400 free rday team placed 11th
with a time of 3:34. Individual sophomore Jessica Weidert was the top finisher placmg 13th in the 200-breast
stroke. The quad then traveled t

Tampa 1· lorida for their annual training
trip .
·Training trip is not a vacation . Wt:
practice e 1,;;ryda twice a <la,,' for two
hour ."WSU sophomore swimmer
Mahd Femand1.::z. aid ·'1 he pradtci..:S
an~ Vc;;f) har<l hut if. onl~ g\ ing t l
ma 1.: u. bi.::tter tor th1;;

"Trai11i11g trip i 11ot a vaca tio11. We practice everyday
twice a day for two hours. "
-Mabel Fer11a11dez
During the strenu u 10-day trip t
Florida, thl! Raiders also had me
competition. The Raider competed in a
dual meet against the Univer it} of
Tampa.
The men defeated UT 56-32 winning
nine of 10 relay . The women al o
defeated UT, 53-37 winning eight of 10
relays.
After a hort holiday break, Raider
Swimming and Di ing now head back
to school and back to competition.
Wright State next meet is noon on
Januarv 14. The Raider host Loui ville
in thei~ Alumni recognition meet

It's About Time... You Stopped Renting!

Free, Confidential Information for
Pregnancy Decisions.
Free Pregnancy Tests I Call for Appantment I Walk-Ins WelCO!re

Wwomen's Center
WSU Area: 306-1400

Smart Students
Don't Rent, They Own!

FAIRBORN

3138 APresidential Dr

On Trebein Rd., 1 mile south of
Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.

DAYTON: 228·2222
359 Forest Ave, Ste 105

New Condominium Homes
from the low $1 OO's

KETTERING: 643-4673

Please call for directions and hours

1377 EStroop Rd, Ste 301

(937) 878-2474

www.ElizabethHelps.com

-Don't gamble for a new place to live every
year or deal with a sublease
-Don't throw away your money on rent,
invest it in your future
-Sell your home when you graduate and
use the profit to start paying off your
student loans!

•see Hills Sales Consultant for details. Certain restrictions apply. Offer expires 11/30/05. Models for Misty Creek not yet constructed.

www.hillscommunities.con1/ohio
w
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Men's soccer comes up short
in Horizon League finals
Men's Basketball at Cleveland State
January 05 - 7:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball at UW-Milwaukee
January 05 - 8:00 p.m.
Wo1nen's Basketball at UW- reen ay
January 07 - 4:00 p.m.
M n' 3a k t all v . y la
J nu ry 07 - 7:00 p.m.
M .n' a tball v . K nyon
January 9 - 7:0 p.m.
Men's Tennis at Ball State
January 11 - 1:00 p.m.

lose but no cigar. After s undly
defeating the Loyola Rambler in the
fir t round of the 2 0 I lorizon league
men soccer champion hip , the
Raider aim ·t parked a comeback
i t ry, hut ju t fell sh rt in the final
minutes of the gam lo ing to the t pse dcd Detroit 'l itans 2-1 .
From the get- it could ha c b en
anyb dy Jame. Both th Raid1.:r ' and
the 'I itun. were on the attac t make
th first g al of th game . With 'ust
fi c sec nd 1 ft in th fir t half
D tr it lipp d ah ad . After the Raider
committed a foul , a Titan fre kick
found UDM "s Andrew Ornoch.
Omoch headed the ball past the diving
Jason Balach for the first goal of the
game.
The second half would start out
much like the first half. Both teams
scrapping for another chance at a goal,
and Detroit was able to turn it up
another notch. In the 87th minute of the
game, the titans once again got the best
of the Raiders . Detroit's Jason Mas1

Women's Basketball vs. Loyola
January 11 - 7:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball at Youngstown State
January 12 - 7:30 p.m.
Swimming vs. Louisville
January 14 - 12:00 p.m.

Basketball Standings

Women's Basketball vs. Butler
January 14 - 1:00 p.m.

University Orthopaedics
& Sports Medicine

Men's Basketball
School
UWM

A Department of Wright State University and
University Medical Services Association, Inc.

Butler

wsu
Lynn A. Crosby, MD
Ronald Lakatos, MD
Richard T. Laughlin, MD
Matthew W. Lawless, MD
Michael J. Prayson, MD
Corey B. Russell, DPM

Loyola
UIC
Detroit
YSU
UWGB
CSU

Specializing in:
Adult Reconstruction

Spine

Total H ip and Knee Replacement
A rthroscopic Su~ery

l•mclltres
Con ·ect1on ofSpine Defon11ities
Lower Back Pam

Shoulder and Elbow
To tal Shoulder .tlrthmp/a\IV
Rotator Cuff Disorders
Complicaled 'hou!der Problems

Foot and Ankle

Sports Medicine and
General Orthopaedics

.··

··

..

·;

For referrals go to Student Health or co·mtact usJjirectli~( ,"

~·f.t."~~::

.

.

208-2091

.-

2-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2

fo r2 when
pu rchas ing two
din ner entrees

Podiatry
··~~;;·.

League

. •":;;·-~·

330 E. Appl_e S~~eet, Suite 5~.50
At M1am1 Valley Hospital

Dine in or carry out
W•t'l coupon only
Up t 2 per party one <heck per party
Orn. entrte per pem>n requ '<>d
N'1t val d w th ~riv other d1scounu
off~rs or on hol1d•y<
Expnes 11-19-05

Overall

9-3
8-5
4-6
9-3
8-6
7-8
4-8
6-8
4-7

r-$51>o-of:f:-d~~~~-i

Reconstntction Fractures

..

soglia slipped a shot pa t the Raider
defense for the winning goal of the
game .
Just two minutes later Junior Tony
Labudovski ignited the Raider comeback. enior Jason Tackis sent a free
kick in fr nt of the net wher Labudov k i kn eked it past th arms f the
DM goalie for his ninth goal f the
eason and fir t Raider goal f the
gam .
'I he Raid rs continu d t fight h ck,
racing t w rd any lo sc ball , but their
valiant ctfi rt wa n t r w rd d a thl:y
ndcd their cas n a th runner-up of
th t urnamcnt to the Dctr it Titan .
niver ity f Wi con in-Milwaukc
d feated the Titan in the champion hip
game with a 1-0 shutout.
The Raiders ended their season .500
with a 10-10 record, going 4-3 in horizon league play. Although they might
have ended their season, the accolades
kept coming. Tony Labudovski, the
junior midfielder who scored in a goal
in six of the Raiders' last seven contests, was named to the NSCAA All
great-Lakes region third team.

I

:

l
:

Women's Basketball
School

League

Overall '

UWGB

2-0
2-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-1
0-2
0-2

8-3
6-5
5-6
3-9
5-7
4-8
0-12
4-9
3-10

Butler

wsu
CSU
UWM
UIC
Loyola
YSU
Detroit

te~

te

I -.- .D I

l Across from Wright State
:

Dine in or carry out

1
I

(937) 43i-8881
2632 Colonel Glenn Hwy.

1
I
I

L----------------J

Fairborn, OH 45423
Across from the Nutter Center
and behind Bob Evans

r----------------,

I

l $1.00 OFF complete
:I $6.99 lu nch buffet
:

Seven d ays a week

1
I
:

1
I
I

I
I

w tt

collf>Gn nly

Good f r up to 5 pers ns f'<'r

one che<.k per

I lot valid wlt'l dllv
o~ers
on

rtv
h

y

L----------------J

Open 7 days a week .
Mon- Sat 11 -2:30 lunch, 5-9:30 dinner • Sun 11 :30-9

h 'ednesda ·,January 4, 2006

Hiring male and femal entertainer .
Great Pay! The only busine s with a 21
year history of being number one.
Call (937) 258 - 8571

For Rent
APARTMENT FOR RENT. 2 bedroom,
furnished, washer I dryer hookup &
coin operated. Landlord pays water
and trash. Storage pace available.
$450/month + $300 depo it. Located in
North Dayton, near bu line. 937-7547.

ouncem.e nt
B ok Coll ction \\'anted

We pay ca h for estate , indiviidual
1ibrarie , and maller collection of
scholarlv I acedemic and technical
b oks i~ go d condition. Call 937-376430 or e-mail
blu jackctb ~ "yahoo.com.
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PRI G BR •
AH! BAHAMA
CELEBRI Y CRUISE! 5 D y $299!
Includes Meals, Taxes, Entry to exclusive MTVu Events, Beach parties with
Celebrities. As seen on Real World,
Road Rules! Group Leaders Go Free!
www.SpringBreakTr avel.com
1-800-6 78-6386
# 1 Spring Break Web ite! Low pric
guaranteed. Free Meal & Free Drinks.
B ok 11 people, get 12th trip free!
Group di count for 6+. www.springbreakdisounts.com or www.LeisureTours.com or 00- 38-8202.

Services
We provide entertainers for your bachelor, bachelorette, and birthda • parties.
Give u a call (937) 258 - 8571
FREE! *******U* The Guardian every

Wednesday Afternoon!

Sigma Alpha lambda, a National L adr hip and Honors organization with
ver 50 chapters across the country, i
seeking motivated students to assist in
starting a local chapter (3.0 GPA
Required). Contact Rob Miner, Dir ctor
f Chapter Devel pment at
rminer alhonor .org.
Sigma Alpha lambda, a National Leadership and Honors organization with
over 50 chapters across the country, is
seeking motivated students to assist in
starting a local chapter (3.0 GPA
Required). Contact Rob Miner, Director
of Chapter Development at
rminer@salhonors.or g.

Spice Op Year
a •4M
...

·-. - ' I ..

·,I

BOLD

• 1,2,3, & 4 Bedrooms
• Full Fitness Center
·Tanning Bed
Don Delay,
Call Jen or Lisa Today

Stonebridge Apartments

426-0271

Italic

or
Underline

Author Anne Clifford (Retired
Wyne High School teacher) will
be on campus January 5th
· and 6th m the hanger!!

Only $ 2 extra when you place

a classified an

Call Today!

775-5537

$$ This BOOK will
TIME and MONEY!$$
you
SAVE

Earn Extra Cash
$1 O+ per hour for jobs
near campus or home

To Order online please visit:
www.dancingsun.u s
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